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While you are here…
While you’re here... you’ll notice locals engage in a number
of different social greetings. Everything from handshakes and
hugs to high 5’s and ‘chocalas’. But maybe the most unique
greeting is the one exchanged between two men.
The greeting begins with universal eye contact and a handshake. But If the two are family, or maybe close friends the
greeting continues. The handshake is then used to pull the two
toward one another for an embrace. During which each deliver
two distinct pats to the back of the other. The two then separate and exchange a second hand shake while maintaining
eye contact.
One significant detail that will go unnoticed by the passive
observer, in Mazatlán when an embrace is between men your
head is placed to the right.
So, while you are here take note of the different greetings,
so when your time comes to be welcomed as a friend you’ll fit
‘right’ in!
2020 is feeling friendlier already!

Printed by PB Press.

On The Cover Portrait of Orchestra Conductor Víctor Osuna by M!
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THE SOLO SNOWBIRD

In a world of
minimalists, how
much is enough?
By Ana Fernandez

H

ave you made the decision to retire and decided Mexico is the place
for you? But what are you going to do with the 30 years of
"stuff" you have accumulated?
Some call it clutter; others,
treasures. When it comes right
down to it, what you really
have is “stuff” but the key to it
all is downsizing.
"What do I get rid of?"
"What should I keep?" "How
do I start???"
STOP. Take a breath. And
start by asking yourself truthfully how much do you really
need?
You could get rid of everything, thinking that you'll
simply buy what you need
when you get there. But think
carefully before you make any
final decisions. Not everything may be readily available
in your new country. Where
you retire to; the size of the
community you're moving to;
and your budget will dictate
what you have access to as
well as the quality and cost of
those items.
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But first, let’s start at the
beginning of the process, because yes, downsizing is a
process. We are emotional
creatures, so careful planning
and consideration must be
taken when embarking upon
this task.
The first phase takes place
in your head. Your mindset
needs to be “in the zone”. You
need to be mentally ready to
go forward with what can potentially be an enormous task
ahead. A good plan of action is
to start at least a year ahead
of your retirement date. This
will give you enough time to
declutter, sell, giveaway and
decide to whom the family
heirlooms are going to.

STEP 1:
Take a look at the big picture. Look around your home
and identify those pieces of
furniture that you could do
without or that perhaps someone you know could use. Do
you really need two sets of living room furniture, when you
rarely get visitors any more?

Or how about that second (or
third) bedroom? A young person starting out might really
appreciate receiving a newish
bed.
How about kitchen items
or tools? You may only really
need one large pot and just a
basic set of tools. And since
you’ll be more mobile than
before, perhaps paring down
to just a laptop computer or a
tablet is a good option.

STEP 2:
Ask your family and
friends. There is a good possibility that someone in your
family or circle of friends has
always had a particular fondness for something in your
home. Contact them and see
if there's anything that they
would be interested in before
you get rid of it. A non intrusive way of doing this is to
send out an email or a Facebook message to your “family”
group, listing the items up for
grabs. That way it goes out in a
general sense and one person
won't feel pressured to have to

take something they don’t actually want.

STEP 3:
How to get rid of stuff
AND make some money. Garage sales and online selling
ROCKS!! Here is where you can
make a few bucks and maybe
even have some fun along the
way.
Before I made the move
to Mexico, the stuff I had the
hardest time letting go of was
my sewing items. But amazingly I found that as I started
selling or giving away a little
at a time, I really got into it. By
the end of my purge, I wasn’t
even blinking an eye…out the
door it went! I made just over
a thousand dollars on stuff
that in some cases may have
been “junk” but apparently it
was someone else’s treasure!
FREE WAYS to Advertise your
Items for Sale or Giveaway:
• Craigslist (craigslist.org)
• Kijiji Canada (kijiji.ca)
• Facebook “selling”
groups in your area.
• Newsletters.
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Minimal cost:
• Flea Markets - table
rentals can be very cheap
• Yard sale - the small
cost of some flyers
Another option:
In some communities people randomly place items on
their front lawn for giving
away.
Charitable
for Donations:

Organizations

• Salvation Army / Goodwill
• Value Village (Canada)
• My Sister's Closet (USA)
• Non-Profit animal
shelters
• W.I.N. (Canada)
• Homeless or
Women’s Shelters

STEP 4:
What should I keep? Some
things you may want to consider keeping mainly because
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it is either hard to replace in
Mexico or expensive to do so.
The general rule of thumb is
that anything with an electrical cord is expensive to replace. So...electronics, lamps,
gadgets are usually more costly here than in the US or Canada. Even if you find them, the
quality may not be what you
expect.

STEP 5:

bles, etc. and then rent a storage locker (or part of a friend's
garage) and place your extras
there. Maybe it's that beautiful set of china dishes you got
as a wedding present or your
fascinating library of books.
Whatever your “thing” is, if
you’re just not 100% ready to
purge it, then hang on to it for
a year after you move by storing it and reassess the situation again later.

What if I change my mind?
Yes, we've all done it one time
or another. I'm talking about
making "rash" decisions. I
suggest that you get rid of the
"big" stuff first - real estate, big
toys, vehicles, furniture dou-

So, in summary, start early
and consider how much freer you will feel once you have
released yourself of all that
stuff! I can still remember
very clearly when I began and
how I felt so overwhelmed.

Another thing to keep in
mind is that if you plan to live
close to the ocean, salt air and
humidity wreaks havoc on
items that contain corrosive
materials. Desktop computers take a particular beating in
this regard.

But before too long each time
I removed an item from my
possession, I felt a sense of
absolute freedom. Freedom to
travel and no longer be tied to
"stuff".
Downsize and tell Mexico
here you come!! •

Check Ana's website
at TheSoloSnowbird.
com”. Ana manages
two very popular Facebook groups: Mazatlán
Snowbird Rentals (for landlords
and tenants to connect) and the
Mazatlán Solo Snowbird Activity
Group.
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EL OBSERVADOR

A Day Fit for Three Kings
By TE Wilson

I

f you’re not from México,
chances are you’ve already
celebrated Christmas, having given and received a few
gifts. However, on January 6th
the Epiphany, or “little Christmas” that recognizes the Christ
child as God incarnate, is celebrated in México as Three
Kings’ Day (Día de Los Reyes).
The celebration begins on
January 5, the Twelfth Night
of Christmas. At this time, the
nativity scene is made complete by the addition of figurines of the Magi, otherwise
known as the Three Wise Men,
or the Three Kings.

For Mexican children, this
is a pretty significant event,
because it’s the Magi who
bring gifts. From a biblical
perspective, this makes some
sense, unlike the tale of an
over-dressed, bearded gringo flying around in a sleigh
pulled by reindeer, somehow
stuffing his corpulent frame

down a chimney and leaving
gifts under a tree.
In México, children place
a wish list on their old shoes,
and leave some hay to feed
the Three Kings’ camels, who
are pretty hungry after having followed a new star that
appeared just before Jesus’

"It’s the Magi who bring gifts. From a biblical
perspective, this makes some sense, unlike the
tale of an over-dressed, bearded gringo flying
around in a sleigh pulled by reindeer."

birth. When the kids awake on
the morning of the 6th, they
find that the hay is gone, and
that their shoes have been
filled with gifts from the Three
Kings, who of course started the tradition when–so the
story goes–they first brought
the baby Jesus gifts of frankincense, myrrh and gold.
As is the case with Halloween’s influence on Día de
los Muertos, so is Santa now
also finding his way into some
Mexican homes, with a few
families putting gifts under a
tree. But Santa is understood
as an imported custom, and in
México children have a more
intimate understanding of the
Three Kings, who are named
Melchor, Gaspar, and Baltazar.
Before the big day, the kids
write letters to the Three Kings
specifying what gifts they’d
like. If you’re out in a public
square on or before January
6, there’s a good chance you’ll
see men posing as the Three
Kings and posing for photos–
much like the Santas in Canada and the States. You might
even see wishes being put in
helium balloons and released,
the hope being that the messages will find their way to the
Wise Men.
January 6 is also the day
when King’s Cake (Rosca de
Reyes) is served, often accompanied with hot chocolate or
atole–a corn- and masa-based
drink. The cake has an oval
shape, symbolizing a crown (in
Spanish rosca means wreath),
with candied fruit representing jewels. Most importantly,
there’s usually also a small
doll in the center, which is in-
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dicative of the baby Jesus hiding from King Herod’s soldiers.
As the story goes, the soldiers
feared that the king of the
Jews had been born, and were
thus ordered by their king to
kill all the newborn infants in
Bethlehem.
What happens to the lucky
person who gets the slice of
cake with the baby Jesus? It’s
up to them to host a party on
Día de la Candelaria (Candlemas in English) on February
2. Día de la Candelaria acts as
a continuation of Día de Los
Reyes, in that it’s mid-way between the winter solstice and
the spring equinox, and is also
40 days from December 25. In
ancient Jewish tradition, 40
days after a child was born the
parents would take the infant
to temple to be blessed. According to the Bible, this was
also done with the baby Jesus.
As is true of many religious
traditions, Día de Los Reyes is

January 2020

a family occasion in México.
The evening meal is important, and traditionally consists
of tamales washed back with
hot chocolate. The day also
has a larger societal significance: there are many initiatives in México to bring toys
to children in need on January 6. After all, this day is the
culmination of the Christmas
season, honoring the travels of
the Three Wise Men, and their
recognition of the baby Jesus
as the Christ child. It’s been a
big deal since the 4th century,
and we can count ourselves
lucky that it continues to this
day – not with a fat Scandinavian yelling “Ho! Ho! Ho!”
and eating milk and cookies,
but with Melchor, Gaspar, and
Baltazar, and their loyal camels munching on hay. •

TE Wilson is a journalist and the
author of the Detective Sánchez
series of crime novels.
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BEST BITES

By Paola Osuna

Breakfast, lunch and
dinner perfect occasion
to eat tacos

O

ne of my greatest pleasures is eating. I enjoy
all kinds of food, but
the truth is, my favorite food
is tacos. Tacos are the Mexican
dish that has managed to expand beyond the borders of
food carts and street stands,
to become part of the menu
of sophisticated restaurants.
The taco can be as simple or
elaborate and divers as your
imagination allows. However, I
believe that the best tacos are
still the tacos you buy from
popular food stands. This is
where you truly find the flavour and identity of Mexico.
More than once I have
heard, from foreign friends,
the fear of trying tacos at
street stands because of getting sick. So, I will give you a
few recommendations of safe
places to eat delicious variety
of tacos, since we have tacos
for breakfast, lunch or dinner.

TACOS FIGUEROA
Taco Figueroa is one of the
favorite taquerías, among the
Mazatlecos, to eat some good
tacos for breakfast. They are
open 7am to 1pm, but most
likely if you arrive after 11am
they are sold out, and you will
only find the waiters cleaning
up: Yes, they are that popular! For 32 years Don Romualdo Figueroa has favoured this
place. Their specialty is the
soft and hard shell tacos made
of different stews such as; potato with meat, beans, marlin, chicharron and Machaca
meat. Definitely you must try
these tacos, since they are to-
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the Tacos of Super La Puerta
(which refers more as a location) are known for their
flavour, but also for the owner, Marco, who is a character
worth knowing. Their taco
carne asada, quesadillas, vampires and chorreadas, always
made with freshly hand made
tortillas, that highlight the flavour of the taco, are one of my
favorites in the city. Another
delightful item on their menu,
is their avocado sauce. You
can truly taste the pieces of
avocado when you add to your
taquitos. Like the vast majority of taquerías, they open at
6pm. They are located at Calle
Barrio Nuevo # 808, at the corner of Insurgentes Col. Sembradores de la Amistad.

TAQUERIA LA CARRETA
Photo: Larry Miller (Flickr).

tally different from the tacos
that are served at night. They
are located at Pachuca Street
# 1000 corner with Sinaloa.
Col. Sánchez Celis. Telephone
9832325.

CARNITAS EL BIGOTES
Carnitas el Bigotes, serve
the traditional tacos of pork
carnitas, Michoacan style. You
will only find two things on
their menu, tacos and tortas
(Mexican kind of sandwich).
Made, of course , with carnitas and their famous “Criminal Salsa”, as they call it ...
really good. Before putting it
into your tacos however, make
sure that you can stand the
heat. When you order your

tacos, you can order from different parts of the pork such
as the cueritos, maciza, tripa
or mixed according to your
tastes. Its facilities are outdoors and very pleasant. This
is a family business, so you
may meet Mr. Bigotes, his
wife, or one of his daughters.
This type of tacos is eaten for
breakfast or lunch. They are
open schedule 9am to 5pm
and have 3 locations in town:
Insurgentes # 402 Col. Playas
del Sol, Av. Carlos Canseco (in
front of Farmacia Guadalajara)
Col. Marina Mazatlan, telephne: 9846892

TACOS EL MARCO
This small street stand, Tacos EL Marco or also known as

This taqueria has various
different types of tacos: gut,
eye, head, carne asada, but
the star tacos of the place are
the “tacos al pastor”. These
types of tacos are very traditional from Mexico City and
not many places in Mazatlan
know how to make them well.
In my opinion, Taqueria La
Carreta is where you will find
the best tacos al pastor in the
city. They are accompanied
with coriander and onion, and
do not forget to ask them to
put a piece of roasted pineapple on, a must that should not
be missing in a good “taco al
pasto”r or “taco de trompo”,
as they are also known. They
open at 1:30 pm and are located Gutierrez Najera Av. #
325 Col. Reforma, telephone
9817445. •
M! Magazine
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TOMATL EXPERIENCES
Tacos de Carnitas:

Love Tacos

By Paola Osuna

Tacos for breakfast, for lunch and dinner; There will always
be a type of tacos for every occasion and time of day.

M

Tacos de Guisados:
made with typical Mexican dishes such as chicharron,
mole, cochinita, rajas, egg in
green sauce, meat with potatoes, chicken tinga always
with soft tortilla. These are
also very popular for breakfast
or lunch.

The word "taco" comes
from the Nahuatl (pre-Hispanic language of México) Tlahco
which means "half" or in the
"middle", referring to the way
it is formed since a taco is a
tortilla with something in between.

The taco is a clear example of the cultural diversity of
México. The variety of tacos is
endless with each state, city,
town having it’s own style of
tacos. We Mexicans love to
eat tacos and they are not only
part of our diet, but also part of
our popular expressions. For
example when we are close to
someone who is beautiful and
pleasant to look at them and
say: “Hechar un taco de ojo”,

12

Tacos Dorados:
made with tortillas and
stuffed with shrimp, beef,
chicken, beans or potatoes.
The tortilla is rolled or folded
in half and fried in oil.

exican
gastronomy
has endless styles, flavours and colours; It
is so extensive and multifaceted that it has been named as a
"World Heritage of Humanity"
by UNESCO in 2010. One of the
dishes that has become the
symbol of México, is the Taco.

The true origin of the taco
is not known, but it is believed
that it was created in pre-Hispanic México. There are two
references from this era: the
first, from Moctezuma (Aztec
Emperor), who used tortillas
as a spoon which were made
on hot stones, forming something similar to the taco we
know today; the second, is the
way they sent the food to the
men who worked all day in
the field, wrapped in tortillas
so they could heat and eat it.

made of pork and the way
they cook them comes from
the state of Michoacan. The
elaboration of the carnitas is
done with all the pieces of the
pig, from the head to the tail.
The meat is poured into a copper saucepan with lard and
season with a touch of orange
and cook for hours.

Tacos de Carne Asada:
definitely the most popular in this area of México,

and
consist of beef roasted in char-

meaning “Eat an eye taco”, because your eyes are enjoying.
Another expression would be
“You put a lot of cream to your
tacos” when you are bluffing
around. The taco is also, part
of our identity that reflects the
economy and food changes.
We eat tacos on any occasion; tacos for breakfast, tacos
for lunch and dinner; There
will always be a type of tacos
for every occasion and time of
day. It would be impossible to
name all the tacos that you can
find, but I can mention some
of the most popular ones that
you can find in Mazatlán.

Tacos de Canasta
(basket tacos):
these tacos are usually
consumed in the morning for
breakfast. They are made with
soft tortillas stuffed with different stews, such as beans,
potatoes, chicharron, meat.
The
characteristic of this
taco is that the tortilla is varnished with lard or oil. To keep
them warm, they steam them
and place in baskets and covered with plastic. These tacos
are usually available at street
stands and not in established
places.

coal, cut into small pieces and
then put on the tortilla, always
accompanied by a good sauce
and guacamole.

As I mentioned earlier I
could continue writing page
after page about different tacos, but I don't want to close
this article without saying that
the flavour of a taco depends
on 50% of the filling, 50% of
the tortilla, but always a good
salsa can rescue it.
If you want to immerse
yourself into the taco scenery
of Mazatlán, try different tacos
in very local taquerias join my
Taco & Mezcal food tour. Lets
go for some tacos!!!! •

Paola Osuna was born and raised
in Mazatlán and refers to herself
as a “Culinary Curator”. Her approach to gastronomy is to assemble ingredients and flavours
based on research into the history
and traditions of cultural dishes.
Paola runs Tomatl Mexican Culinary Experiences. She runs food
tours and cultural cooking classes. You can reach Paola at: 669
1714800 Email: tomatlexperiences@gmail.com - www.tomatl.mx

Tacos al pastor:
they are born in the city of
Puebla, as an adaptation of
the Arab dish Shawarma, but
unlike the Lebanese dish in
México, lamb meat was modified to pork and the spices
with which it was marinated.
The meat is marinated with a
paste of achiote, vinegar, chili
peppers and other spices. It is
inserted on to an iron bar that
turns until cooking, known as
a “trompo”. It is then topped
with coriander, onion and
roasted pineapple.
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NEW YEAR
NEW PERSPECTIVES
Víctor's freshness and contemporaneity, will make you think twice
about the stereotype of an orchestra conductor.
By Olivia Guzón

F

or this orchestra conductor, 2019 can only be
compared to Igor Stravinsky‘s musical composition, The Rite of Spring; it was
a year full of changes, lots of
contrast, very complex, but
definitely beautiful.
After receiving his bachelor's degree as a specialist in
Orchestra Conducting from
Centro Cultural Ollin Yoliztli
in México City, Víctor Manuel
Osuna Lizárraga came back to
Mazatlán with the intention
to contribute to the renewal
of the cultural scene in the
city. After all, it was in Mazatlán, at the young age of 11
years old, where he fell in love
with instrumental music. His
first music lessons were on
drums, piano and violin.
“There is still a lot of music, from a hundred years
ago, which might be considered new for many people. It
is music that it is not recognizable or popular in the instrumental scene. Most of the
music that we hear and we
relate to, as classical music, is
composed by the more popular or well renowned composers,” commented Victor, now
35 years old.
“I believe it is important to
have more diversity in classical and instrumental music.

14
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Diversity gives us more
options and chances
to find out what we
truly like, not only as
an audience, but also
as artists. If you don’t
explore different composers, then you’ll never know what you are
missing.”
At the age of 15, he
was chosen to participate in a national orchestras’
encounter
in México City. He had
the opportunity to play
the violin alongside
more than a hundred
musicians in Bellas
Artes. “It was an event
that changed my life.
It made me realize I
wanted to dedicate my
life to music”.

from being conservative and solemn, he
exudes freshness and
contemporaneity.
He
is a renaissance man
who also likes rock and
popular music. “It’s up
to us to change these
stereotypical images of
orchestra conductors.
We need to step outside and enjoy all music,” the conductor said.
“We talk about music, art and culture, and
often forget the daily,
mundane regular aspects of life, things that
aren’t less important.
On the contrary, to experience everyday life
allows us to better understand our audience
and therefore offer a
greater cultural experience”.
music

Although
I become the link between the sheet
the violin was
his first love,
Victor has
and the musicians. The musicians become the
little by litta long list of
link between the music and the audience.
le his feelings
credits
inchanged and
cluding guest
his heart grew to embrace Or- vision. I become the link be- conductor of the Orquesta
chestra Conducting, and be- tween the sheet music and Sinaloa de las Artes (OSLA)
came his passion.
the musicians. The musicians during the Festival Cultural
become the link between the Sinaloa in 2008, conductor of
“I love the idea of being music and the audience. It’s
the Orquesta Sinfónica Juveable to lead with my body. a very special connection; an
nil Mazatlán, and since 2013,
Demonstrating what I feel, incredible feeling,” explained
conductor of the Orquesta
understand, and believe about the conductor. Víctor does
Sinfónica y Coro Infantil y Jueach piece of music, so oth- not fit into the stereotype of
venil of El Rosario, a project
ers are able to interpret my an orchestra conductor. Far

15
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"Even if you do not like contemporary banda
music, the traditional banda, in its folkloric
version, is very meaningful to our culture”

that has grown very close to
his heart.
The Orquesta Sinfónica
y Coro Infantil y Juvenil of El
Rosario is part of an initiative
of ex- governor Mario López
Valdez, who decided to create orchestras in five different
municipalities in Sinaloa, as
a tool for promoting culture
against violence. In El Rosario,
the project started with only
five children auditioning. Today around 120 kids are part
of this orchestra and choir. “It
has been a big odyssey”, Víctor
expressed. “We are changing
the future of all these children. The parents and families
also become involved.”
In his six years of work as
conductor of this orchestra,
some of the children will become graduated students of
music programs from various
universities and cultural centers around the country, especially in Mazatlán, at the Centro Municipal de las Artes.
“There is so much artistic
talent in Sinaloa. The cultural

16

background of tambora and
banda is very strong in the
State. Even if you do not like
contemporary banda music,
the traditional banda, in its
folkloric version, is very meaningful to our culture”, Victor
expressed.
In fact, because of all this
talent, a new project was born.
In 2017, Víctor joined guitarist
Atanacio Enriquez and together they created the Orquesta
Sinfónica del Noroeste (OSNO),
an independent and itinerant
orchestra formed with musicians from renowned orchestras all over the northwest region of the country, like OSLA
and Filarmónica de Sonora.
This same orchestra performed
an instrumental concert, based
on music from the American
heavy metal band Metallica,
in Los Mochis. More than 3,000
spectators attended.
This initiative tries to build
bridges between people who
have never heard or value instrumental music or classical
music, in order to educate and
promote the culture of musical

theatre. “There are many good
projects that bring the theatre
to communities without access or familiarity to the theatre; but we want to bring the
people into the theatre, so they
can have the complete experience. There are more and more
cities with affordable theatre.
I would like it to be that way
here in this region of the country,” added the conductor.
Víctor also partnered with
guitarist Jorge Birrueta to create Ensamble Templum, with
a clear mission of promoting
unknown academic contemporary instrumental music,
much like the ones created
by classical minimalist composers Steve Reich, Terry Riley and Charles Ives, between
many others.
No doubt, this year has
been lots of work for the conductor. However, he believes
it has all been worth it. It has
been the beginning of many
great projects that promise to
flourish and grow for many,
many years.

“Knowledge will make us
free. To experience and learn
different styles of music will
expand our cultural horizons
and give us a chance to decide
our own path as musicians,”
explained Víctor. If you ask
the orchestra conductor about
his hope for music for 2020,
his mind goes back again to
one of his favourite composers, Stravinsky. Although, this
time the melody in his head
is very different than the one
he imagined for 2019; far from
being full with strong and
challenging emotions. This
year he would like the melody
to resemble the Petrushka ballet: a still complex, but much
softer, more cheerful and harmonious year.
Something is for sure, either way, Petrushka or Rite of
Spring, we can expect great
things from this young conductor on 2020.
Olivia Guzón is a journalist. She
has worked and collaborated
with newspapers like EL NORTE
in Monterrey, from Grupo REFORMA, and Noroeste, in Mazatlán.
For the past three years she has
been working with Televisora del Pacífico (TVP) as a copy
writer and producer of a series
of mini documentaries for a new
site called La Urbe.mx. She also
teaches at TecMilenio university.
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TAKING CARE

The Mexican Healthcare System
By Deborah Brannan

M

oving to a new country can be both exciting and daunting.
Whether you are coming for
a few months or a few years,
understanding the Mexican
healthcare system is a priority, because it’s very different
than what most expats are
used to. In general, healthcare
in México is very good, and in
Mazatlán it is excellent. Many
Mexican doctors have either
received at least part of their
training in the US and/or continue to go to the US or Europe
for ongoing training.
Every medium to large city
in México has at least one
first-rate hospital, and Mazatlán has two: Hospital Marina
and Hospital Sharp. Healthcare prices here in México can
be half or less of that in the
US, and easier to access than
in most Canadian provinces.
As well, prescription drugs
manufactured in México cost
about 30% to 60% less than the
same drugs sold in the US and
less than most deductibles in
Canada. All this is good news
for expats.
One pleasant difference in
the healthcare culture here is
that it’s far less profit-driven.
Doctors take plenty of time
with you and a large number
still perform house visits for
patients.
México has a public and
private healthcare system.
The public system is made up
of two primary paths, IMSS
and Seguro Popular. IMSS
was designed for employees
across the country, with employers and employees both
mandated to contribute to the
IMSS plan, and those funds
are augmented by the Federal
Government.
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speak English. and the quality
of care is generally excellent
at Mazatlán private hospitals,
but as is the case even in the
States and Canada, quality of
care varies between doctors.

Expats holding either Temporary or Permanent resident status are permitted to
apply for the IMSS program
under the voluntary participation process. You begin the
application process online at
www.imss.gob.mx, by visiting
the local IMSS office, or calling 01-800-623-2323 to locate
an intake office in your area.
Currently, participation costs
about $40 ***dollars? pesos?
per month per person, however many pre-existing conditions will prohibit you from
participating in the IMSS program. Such conditions include
cancer, diabetes, heart disease,
and addictions. Other pre-existing conditions may permit
enrolment after a waiting period. Nearly all treatment is
provided at no cost, including
medications in the IMSS program at a designated IMSS
clinic or hospital.
The second public healthcare option is Seguro Popular,
which is in the process of being eliminated and replaced
by the National Institute of
Health for Welfare (Insabi); details of this healthcare reform
are pending, but it is believed
it will be styled after the Cana-

dian Universal Care program,
providing healthcare for those
who are not eligible to participate in the IMSS program,
thereby ensuring medical coverage for all legal residents.
The private healthcare system, which a majority of expats
participate in, involves purchasing private medical insurance policies and/or medical
evacuation insurance or choosing to self-fund—paying out-ofpocket for all routine expenses
while maintaining funds or a
credit card balance sufficient to
handle medical emergencies.
Even with travel insurance, be
prepared to pay a deposit, either cash or credit card, upon
admission to a hospital.
Mazatlán’s hospital system
is a mix of public and government-operated hospitals
blended with private hospitals
and clinics. All facilities should
quote the cost of your treatment in advance. For elective
procedures, payment is generally paid up front. These costs
are usually about a third of the
price north of the border.
At private hospitals it’s
possible to find a doctor that

One area of differences between public and private hospitals is nursing care. In public
hospitals, friends and family
are expected to provide bedside care, including meal service. In private hospitals, nursing care is similar to what we
see in Canada and US. The two
local private hospitals, Hospital Marina and Hospital Sharp,
are well equipped with modern technology, most surgical
procedures are available, and
both run their own ambulance
service. In addition to public
and private hospitals, most
cities, including Mazatlán,
have a variety of medical clinics offering various services
from treatment for minor
cuts and scrapes to cardiac arrest. The quality of care is not
consistent at these clinics, so
ensure you do your research
and choose according to your
needs. Speak to other expats
and check on-line resources.
Learning how to access
and navigate the healthcare
system will give you peace of
mind and let you relax and enjoy paradise.

Deborah Brannan, is a Retired
Canadian Nurse living full-time
in Mazatlan with her husband.
She worked most of her career in
trauma and ICU and earned her
Masters Degree in Chronic Disease
management. She is dedicated to
helping the expat community of
Mazatlan access quality, transparent healthcare.
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AMO MAZATLÁN
This project is not only about tourism,
is about recognising creativity as
an expression of our culture
Gastronomy is one of the
manifestations of culture, as
it integrates several industries such as fishing, agriculture, hospitality and tourism.
Putting gastronomy in the
centre of Mazatlán´s cultural life and integrating it with
environmental, urban and developing plans can transform
Mazatlan into a gastronomic meca. Before that, plenty
of work has to be made. Research has to be done to document and provide evidence
on how gastronomy builds a
sustainable and inclusive society. For this purpose several
meetings and conversations
have taken place on this ongoing process. I participated
in two of these meetings invited by Cecilia Sánchez “China” —director of the Museum
of Art — one of the coordinators of this project. During the
meetings Unesco´s officials,
experts and representatives
of creative cities like Ensenada, Puebla, and Morelia for example, shared their cases and
perspectives. They encourage Mazatlecos to empower
themselves and bring direction to the project. Claiming
that the government rol is to
facilitate what citizens want.
Isn´t that what a democracy
is all about?

Mazatlán

the possibility of a creative
and sustainable city for all
By Juan Pablo A. Sanchez King

T

hrough my life I have
live in many cities;
Mazatlán is particularly meaningful for me, my
daughter Silvana was born
here, and I was reborn here.
I am a Mazatleco by choice.
My first trip to Mazatlán was
in 2009. My bohemian father
and artist Alfredo Larrauri invited me to spend a vacation. I
was astonish by the beauty of
Centro, and I made myself the
promise to live here someday.
I moved in 2012, and over the
last 10 years I have seen quite
a transformation of the city.
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Besides the beautiful renovations of Centro Historico
and the magnificent Malecon;
last year, State government
authorities reach The United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) to participate in the
Creative City Network program. The UNESCO´s Creative
City Network program aims

Relevant
links:

to strengthen cooperation
with and among cities that
have recognized creativity as
a strategic factor of sustainable development as regards
economic, social, cultural and
environmental aspects. Gastronomy, crafts and folk art,
music, design, film, literature,
media arts, are some of the
categories to designate a cre-

ative city. By joining the Network, cities acknowledge their
commitment to sharing best
practices, developing partnerships that promote creativity
and the cultural industries.
Everybody
nows
that
Mazatlan´s food is amazing.
However, this program is not
only about the taste of food.

• en.unesco.org/creative-cities/home
• en.unesco.org/creative-cities/events/unesco-designates-66-new-creative-cities
• www.innovable.org
M! Magazine

It is very important to consider all the voices and encourage the participation of
all the stakeholders that create and recreate Mazatlán:
farmers, fisherman, restauranteurs, chefs, gastronomy
schools, universities etc. Recently I talked with Arturo
Santamaria. Arturo is a researcher and writer, leader
coordinator of Mazatlan´s
candidacy for the Creative
Cities program. “To get this
certification a paradigm shift
is needed to understand what
UNESCO wants from us” —
he said. This project is not
only about tourism, is about
January 2020

recognising creativity as an
expression of our culture,
and how gastronomy´s value
chain impacts more people
without compromising the
culture and resources for future generations. Sustainable
development means that
while preserving environmental and cultural common
goods, it is possible create
wealth and prosperity for all
the Mazatlecos (including the
future generations). There is
much to be done; in the 2019
certification process Mazatlán
did not got the recognition; it
was the splendid city of Merida the one that now joins the
prestige number of creative
cities designated by UNESCO
in México. Mazatlán will continue its transformation, the
2021 candidacy for the Creative Cities Network presents
a unique opportunity to learn,
unite and collaborate toward
a more inclusive, integrative
and sustainable future. Collaborative food courts, experimental kitchens, food
and cultural tours, speciality
restaurants, farm to table festivals, organic markets, mango festivals, etc. are possibilities for the youth and open
minded entrepreneurs. The
creative city networks is an
opportunity to celebrate one
of the most privilege regions
of México, where the Pacific
and Gulf of Cortes meets, and
inland´s rich agricultural valleys are nurtured by generous
rivers. I love Mazatlán. •

Juan Pablo A. Sanchez King (LUCAS) is studying a Phd. in Social
Welfare at Boston College, he is
a Life and Business Shepard and
consultant, with a multidisciplinary background in Industrial
Engineering, Marketing and Cultural-Biology. He works to transform society for a greater good.
Links: www.lacalledelafelicidad.
org and www.tomatl.mx
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BEST BEATS
BAND

GENRE

M! IS FOR MOVIES
MONDAY

ALETS MALAFAMA

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

Cheers Bar

Cheers Bar

Dugout

Fish Market

La Chevicheria

Alets Malafama

Via Condotti 8:30PM

Bar 15 Holiday Inn 8:00PM

breakmusicmzt

BBE

SUNDAY

FACEBOOK

Surf’s Up Cafe 1PM - 4PM

BREAK

Pop/Rock Acoustic

The Brenster

Country

Cousin Alice

Jazz/Swing

Diego’s Beach House 2:00PM
Waters Edge 6:00PM

Country

KANNON

Classic Rock

Gus & Gus 8:30PM
- 12:00AM

Krakken

Classic Rock

Los Bandits

Blues/Rock & Roll

Diego’s Beach House 3:00PM

Luis Corrales
and Friends

Cello and Violin
*Special Present

ART WALK Jan 3

MALAVISTA S.C.

Cuban/Latin

Waters Edge 7:00PM

REX

Classic Rock

Pinup’s/Lucky BS 7:00PM

ROCK CREEK

Classic Rock

ROB LAMONICA

Blues +

T-42

New Wave/Alternative

Tanya Carrum

Pop Vocalist

The Troubadours

Country/Blues

Wingin'it

Blues Pop Rock Latin

ZAZ

Classic Rock

DICK DAMRON
DIVERSITY

Killer Inside: The Mind
of Aaron Hernandez

Brent Mcathey

La Catrina 7:00PM
Jan 6, 2020

Cousin Alice

La Fabula Evenings
Gus & Gus 8:30PM - 12:00AM

La Corriente 2-5PM Gus &
Gus 8:30PM - 12:00AM

La Catrina 7:00PM - 10:00PM

Lucky B’s/Pin Ups 7 - 11PM

Pinup’s/Lucky B’s 7:00PM

El Velero Isla de La Piedra
2:30PM - 6:00PM

Palapa Fishermans
3:00PM - 6:00PM

Hotel RIU 1:00PM - 3:00PM Cafe
Pacifico 7:30PM - 10:15PM

Hotel Las Flores 8:30PM-12AM

Diego’s 4PM - 7PM Hotel
Las Flores 8:30PM

Kannon
Fisherman’s Landing
2:00PM - 5:00PM

Luis Alberto
Corrales Salazar

Pedro y Lola 8:30PM

La Fabula 9:30PM

Via Condotti 8:30PM

Malavista S.C.

Pinup’s/Lucky BS 7:00PM

Dugout 9:00pm

Pinup’s/Lucky BS 7:00PM

Bar 28 6:00PM

Rex-rock

La Corriente 2 PM
Waters Edge 6:30PM

Diego’s Beach House
12:00PM La Fabula 6:00PM

L.M.Restobar 2:30PM Macaws 6:30PM

Pedro y Lola 7:00PM

Rob Lamonica

Ruido Bar 9:30PM

Ruido Bar 9:30PM

Ruido Bar 9:30PM

La Catrina 6 - 9 PM
Via Condotti 6PM

La Bohemia 7:00PM

La Mona-Centro 7:00PM

La Catrina 6:30PM

Waters Edge 7:00PM
La Jaiba Pata Salada 2PM

Messiah

Water’s Edge Bistro 7:00
L.M. Restobar 2:30PM Macaws 6:30PM

Via Condotti 6:00PM

Te para Dos

Pedro y Lola 7:00PM

La Fabula 6:00PM

Rob Lamonica
Lori Davidson

Simba’s Bar 10:00PM

Friends Dinner 6:00PM

PLEASE CHECK A BAND'S SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS FOR DATE CONFIRMATION - If you’d like to be added to our “Best Beats” music calendar please send your information via WhatsApp to: Yuliia Yushyna 669 148 0293
or David Luchetti 669 139 0138.

Rob Lamonica and Friends
Concert Series
Eugene 'Hideaway' Bridges Dec 31, Jan 3, 7, 8, 10
James Armstrong Jan 14, 15, 17, 21
R.J. Mischo Jan 22, 24, 27, 28, 29, 31
Danny B Feb 4, 5, 7
Mitch Woods Feb 11, 12, 14, 18, 19, 21
Guy King/Sarah Marie Young Feb 28, Mar 3, 4, 6
Jason Ricci Mar 24, 25, 27
(And welcoming special guest bassist Rick Reed from the
world famous Paul Butterfield Blues Band/Canned Heat/more,
who will perform ALL shows with us !!!)

When CIA officer Eva Geller (Michelle
Monaghan) uncovers information
about a man (Mehdi Dehbi) gaining
international attention through acts
of public disruption, she begins an
investigation into his origins. As he
continues to cultivate followers who
allege he's performing miracles, the
global media become increasingly
beguiled by this charismatic figure.
Geller must race to unravel the
mystery of whether he really is a
divine entity or a deceptive con
artist capable of dismantling the
world’s geopolitical order. As the
story unfolds, multiple perspectives
are interwoven including that of an
Israeli intelligence officer (Tomer
Sisley), a Texas preacher (John
Ortiz) and his daughter (Stefania
LaVie Owen), a Palestinian refugee
(Sayyid El Alami) and the journalist
(Jane Adams) who covers the story.
The series also stars Melinda Page
Hamilton, Wil Traval, Fares Landoulsi,
Dermot Mulroney and Beau Bridges.
Created by Michael Petroni (The
Book Thief), directed by James
McTeigue (V for Vendetta) and Kate
Woods (Rectify), and executive
produced by Petroni, McTeigue,
Andrew Deane (The Double), Mark
Burnett and Roma Downey (The
Bible Series, Ben Hur), the Netflix
original series MESSIAH is a
provocative and suspenseful thriller
that explores the power of influence
and belief in the social media age.

Join us for the most amazing blues line-up Mazatlan
(or anywhere!) has ever seen! Music from all over the globe comes to
OUR beautiful city; let's embrace them!
Be sure to tell a friend, and see you at the shows!
Tuesdays; La Bohemia 7 pm
Wednesdays; La Mona (Centro) 7 pm
Fridays; Diego's Beach House 12 pm
Follow on Facebook for updates on special performances!
or email roblamoo@gmail.com

Netflix. Category: Series Season 1
Premiere Date: 01/01/2020

Please check establishments and advertising for ticket prices
All tickets purchased at the door
*Seats held until 30 minutes before showtime if reserved in advance
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Struggling to find a series to watch right now? Here are some suggestions of TV shows to stream and watch in January
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As a gifted young football athlete
from Bristol, Connecticut, Aaron
Hernandez had capitalized
rapidly on his promise, playing
for a top tier college program
before being drafted into the
National Football League at the
age of 20. But in 2013, fresh off
of a newly inked five-year, $40
million contract with the New
England Patriots, Hernandez
would become a household
name for the most infamous
murder case involving an
American athlete since OJ
Simpson. Hernandez’s trials
for the brutal killing of Odin
Lloyd and two Boston-area
men yielded a Pandora’s box of
secrets: a tumultuous and often
abusive upbringing, a growing
fascination with gang life, and
other discoveries that painted
a maelstrom of motivations
behind his violent behavior.
A three-part documentary series
featuring exclusive courtroom
footage, Hernandez’s phone calls
from prison, and interviews with
those who knew Hernandez and
Lloyd, Killer Inside: The Mind of
Aaron Hernandez meticulously
examines the perfect storm
of factors leading to the trial,
conviction, and death of an
athlete who seemingly had it all.
Netflix. Category: Documentary
Premiere Date: 01/15/2020

NOTEWORTHY

The Crown H H H H H
The third season of The Crown sees a new guard sweep into
Downing Street, as Queen Elizabeth (Olivia Colman) and her
family struggle to meet the challenges of a rapidly changing
Britain. From cold-war paranoia, through to the jet-set and the
space age - the exuberance of the 1960s and the long hangover
of the 1970s - Elizabeth and the Royals must adapt to a new,
more liberated, but also more turbulent world. Written by
Peter Morgan, The Crown also stars Helena Bonham Carter as
Princess Margaret, Tobias Menzies as The Duke of Edinburgh,
Josh O'Connor as Prince Charles, Erin Doherty as Princess Anne,
Ben Daniels as Lord Snowdon, Jason Watkins as Prime Minister
Harold Wilson and Charles Dance as Lord Mountbatten.
Netflix. Category: Series Season 3

AJ and the Queen
RuPaul stars as Ruby Red, a
bigger than life but down on
her luck drag queen who travels
across America from club to
club in a rundown 1990’s van,
in order to recoup the savings
recently stolen from her. She’s
paired up with AJ, a recently
orphaned, tough-talking, scrappy
11-year-old white girl stowaway.
As these two misfits, one tall
– one small, travel from city to
city, Ruby’s message of love and
acceptance winds up touching
people and changes their lives
a little for the better. This fun,
outrageous series explores ideas
of family, friendship, love, and
loss. Together they help each
other navigate the heartbreaking
past, the challenging present and
a hopeful future as Ruby and AJ

travel the USA searching for a
little happiness and the very best
breakfast waffle. Part Priscilla,
Queen of the Desert, Part
Touched by an Angel. Oh, and
RuPaul performs a killer musical
number in every drag club.
Netflix. Category: SeriesSeason 1
Premiere Date 01/10/2020
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Your handy-dandy Mazatlán resource guide! One low price of $2,000 pesos gets you a listing for the entire season
in print and digital edition too. Want to know more? Email us at mztmx@me.com or call (669) 240 73 03

AA Group
AA…Back 2 Basics Group CLOSED
AA Meeting EVERY Friday at noon,
year-round, at the Melville Hotel,
#99 Constitution, Centro. Contacts: Bob, 669-117-6112, rwbez@
yahoo.com; Denny, 669-116-5398,
barrattdennis@gmail.com.

Appliances
Mazatlán Appliances & Services
Large selection of home & commercial appliances. Guaranteed
low prices, prompt service! Call
us: 182-7737 or visit showroom at
Ave. Carlos Conseco #6077, across
from Marina Hospital.

Beauty Salon / SPA
Tippy Toes Salon & Spa Full-service salon: hair, nails, facials,
massage & more. Quality products and autoclave sterilization!
Sixto Osuna #115, Olas Altas,
across from Art Museum. 9813463, www.tippytoesmaz.com

Business/Professional Advice
Kelly Consultores. Specializing
in fideicomisos, business set-up,
accounting, legal, labor, tax & immigration matters. 30 years exp.
Rodolfo or Suelen Kelly. Office:
Guillermo Nelson 100-108, across
from cathedral, Centro. 985-5020.
skelly@kellyconsultores.com,
rkelly@kellyconsultores.com

Craft Sale

Dental
Dr. Francisco Bouttier General
Dentistry. GOOD PRICES! We’ll
come pick you up for your first
appt! Phone 669 982 4767 / 24
hours & emergencies. Excellent
reviews. English spoken. Rio Baluarte #139 Near the Aquarium.
ddsbouttier@hotmail.com

Design
Come visit our new Art and furnishings gallery in our Mazatlan4Sale offices. Exclusive designs
of authentic Oaxacan rugs, local artists exhibits and high end
furnishings. We also present the
Golden Zone ARTWALK once a
month with many local artists.
office@mazatlan4sale.com
669
913 6408 360 326 8769

Get Away
La Rosa de Las Barras “Intimate
Beachfront Retreat.” A private
México vacation on a beautiful
secluded beach, one hour north
of Mazatlán near Las Labradas
petroglyphs. Cell: 696-102-5001,
www.larosadelasbarras.com.

Handyman
A to Z Services “One Call Can
Solve All!” Experienced plumber,
tiler, metal work, floor polishing,
project & property managing. English speaking, 27 years in Mazatlán. Cell: 669 102-6662, griff2010@
gmail.com.

Insurance
Craft, Food & Bake Sale. Starting
November 14, 9am to Noon every Wednesday. Featuring home
made pickles, pies, muffins, cookies & comfort food. We also have
crafts, jewelry, greeting cards and
much, much more. Located at La
Catrina Restaurant across from
Luna Palace.
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Juan Chong Insurance “Reliable
Service for All Your Insurance
Needs.” Office: 669-982-0260, Cell:
6699-18-2504. Vonage: 619-4883717. Calle 5 de Mayo #2214, (bet.
Zaragoza & Luis Zuniga) Centro
Historico.juanfchong@gmail.com

M! BUSINESS DIRECTORY
Medical Services
Air evacuation insurance. GUARANTEED ACCEPTANCE for everyone under 85 & all stable pre-existing conditions automatically
covered. NO WAITING PERIODS!
RETURN to your home country
with an affordable Travel MedEvac
insurance policy! www.medevacmazatlan.com

Organic Products
Local produce, dairy, baked goods
and other items. Saturday 8amNoon, Zaragoza Park, Centro
Histórico. Nov-April. Info: 669116-3297. Facebook: Mercado
Orgánico de Mazatlán

Real Estate
Mazatlan4Sale, Premier Real Estate Brokerage. Located in Golden
Zone Playa Gaviotas #439, in-front
of Holiday Inn. Experience locally and in US for over 33 years in
Real Estate and Property Management for residential properties
and Home Staging. office@mazatlan4sale.com 669 913 6408 360 326
8769

Spanish Classes
Esinti Cafe - Spanish Classes
Mondays and Wednesdays 1:30pm
to 2:30pm at “Esinti Cafe”. Classes
for all levels. Register at lulugarvila@hotmail.com or 669 994 8632.
Don’t wait, register today!

Tours
Sinaloa Adventures DMC. Established Tour Operator, 20 years
experience, Certified Touring
Vehicles, Licensed Tour Guides,
Daily Tours, Tailor Made Excursions, Airport Transfers. Unforgettable Experiences!!! Call 669 191
2005/669 129 4857 sinaloaadventures@gmail.com

Tours
Onca Explorations, swimming
with dolphins in the wild,
whale watching, snorkel, kayak and more, we help travelers
live epic experiences, explore
new places, meet new people and connect with nature
while getting involved in conservation projects and citizen
science expeditions throughout Mazatlan and other ecoregions. Tel. (669) 913.40.50 /
(669) 116.03.01 www.oncaexplorations.com

Property Management
Mazatlan4Rent Experience Mazatlan’s finest selection of properties
for your next vacation. Proudly representing the professional needs of our clients and their
beautiful homes. Ave. Playa Gaviotas 439A, Zona Dorada office@
mazatlan4rent.com 669 913 1830
OCCAN PROPERTIES A vacation
home management company that
is small enough to care, but big
enough to make a difference. Now
accepting Oceanfront and Marina
properties! It’s time you experience
complete peace-of-mind. info@
occanproperties.com Ph. 669-5330950 www.occanproperties.com

Veterinarian
Paws of Love is your full service veterinarian clinic offering
such services as: Consultations,
X-Rays, Ultrasound, Vaccines,
Grooming, Surgery, Dental Cleaning, Pet Food and Accessories. 669
161 9855 or mvzineslovi@hotmail.
com Open 10AM to 6PM - English
Spoken.
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